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Lightworker User Manual 

How often have I had a spiritual experience and was left wondering, what the 
heck just happened? What was that?

And I've said to you that we have no handbook or manual to help us piece 
together what we just experienced and came across.

So I decided to step up to the plate and try my hand at creating one.

I want to help the newly-awakened to get their bearings. I want to present the 
essential background to being a lightworker.

I don't plan to use any more quotes than seem necessary. I'd just like to 
express my opinion.

I can't tell anyone what they should do in their lightwork. I can only provide a 
foundation from which to enter into their lightwork, as seen from my 
perspective. Your mission lies in the same place your bliss lies: Therefore, 
follow your bliss.

Where do we start?
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I think we need to start by looking at the purpose of life. (1) If life had no 
purpose, what are we doing here? Why lift a finger? Why get out of bed.

It turns out life does have a purpose - both for us and for God.

The purpose of creating life forms for God is that God desired to know Itself. 
Since God is all there is, how does God reflexively know Itself? If there is 
only God - consciousness without an object, as Franklin Merrell-Wolff puts it 
- where’s the outside observer?

Now here’s where we come in. Here's our purpose, given to us by God.

God created a dreamworld. In an illusory fashion, he divided his Oneness 
into small packets of light energy, each of which is called by many names: 
Self, soul, Christ, Atman, buddha nature, prince of peace, treasure buried in a 
field, etc.

These "sparks" of God were given the task of having their memories of their 
origin erased and then re-discovering who they really are, what is their 
nature, and where they've come from.

When one spark realizes Itself, God meets God. And it's for that meeting that 
all of this was created.

How do I know that? In 1987 I had a vision experience, in which I was 
shown a spiritual tableau or working model of life. (2)

I saw a small golden star (the Self) streak out from a large golden Sun 
(representing the One) and fly off into space.  I was drenched in bliss and this 
made it possible to access a deep level of knowing. So for instance I knew the 
Sun was what I call the Father, the One. I knew the small golden star was 
what I call the Child or Self.

I found I could will myself to find the star. When I did, I discovered it in a 
cosmic cloud, which I knew to be the Holy Spirit or Mother. It was travelling 
down a spiral tube, without its brilliance.  At some point its light flashed back 
on and I knew that flash to be a stage of enlightenment.
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It then left the cosmic cloud of the Mother and raced back to the golden Sun 
of the Father. I knew that to be the ultimate stage of enlightenment.

When I said to myself, I get it, the purpose of life is enlightenment, the vision 
disappeared.

Bayazid of Bistun portrays the aspirant at the moment of Self-Realization. 
This would represent God meeting God:

"I went from God to God, until they cried from me in me, 'O thou 
I!"' (3)

O thou I. It's at this moment that God realizes Itself.

Sri Ramakrishna  describes Shiva at the moment of meeting:

"When Siva realizes his own Self, He dances about in joy exclaiming, 
“What am I! What am I!” (4)

God meeting God is a source of delight for God. God gets to experience itself 
for a moment, through us.

You may be saying to yourself, you mean all this is just for that? Just for that. 
A leela or divine play.

Life is a process of spiritual evolution aimed towards Self-Realization at the 
highest levels of existence, for God's enjoyment.

Kahlil Gibran was right. We're being baked in the oven, bread for God's 
sacred feast.

The rewards for us are eternal love, bliss, peace, abundance, satisfaction. And 
since we are God, God's Plan is our Plan.

But before we get our reward we have to get through the bramble bush.

I will be revising and expanding this booklet as time permits.

Footnotes
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(1) For more on this subject, see The Purpose of Life is Enlightenment, at 
http://gaog.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/Purpose-of-Life-is-
Enlightenment.pdf

(2) For a description of that vision, see "The Purpose of Life is 
Enlightenment – Ch. 13 – Epilogue," at http://goldenageofgaia.com/
2011/08/13/the-purpose-of-life-is-enlightenment-ch-13-epilogue/  
 
(3) Bayazid of Bistun in Aldous Huxley, The Perennial Philosophy. New 
York, etc.: Harper and Row, 1970; c1944, 12.

(4) Paramahansa Ramakrishna in Nikhilananda, Swami, trans. The Gospel of 
Sri Ramakrishna. New York: Ramakrishna-Vivekananda Center, 1978; 
c1942, 393.
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In and Out of the Bramble Bush 

 

Credit: terranobis.blogspot.com

What is the bramble bush? The bramble bush is the burgeoning sum of issues 
we carry around. They stick to us; we stick to them.

Collectively they keep our vibration low, the opposite of elevating us to a 
higher dimension.

I call them, after Ramana Maharshi, vasanas. Somehow we have to eradicate  
them.

What are these vasanas?  They’re the residue from early childhood trauma. 

Here are two examples. One, my Dad and Mom wheeled me into the kitchen 
while I was still an infant and left me there overnight with my hands tied to 
the crib. I had excema and they wanted to get some sleep. I wailed until I fell 
asleep: Trauma.

Two, my Dad yelled at me from mere inches away from my face. I shattered 
into a thousand pieces and remained dissociated for fifty years: More trauma.
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As a result, I don't like being controlled, I feel unsure of my footing, and I 
have permission to give free rein to my anger. These are the results of two 
vasanas, two traumatic episodes from my past, which I've been working on 
for some time.

What do we do about them? I have books and articles on the Golden Age of 
Gaia that go into detail on how to complete a vasana. (1)

But the basic strategy is first don't project our vasanas onto others. Resolve 
instead to explore them.

Ask the mind to throw up an image relating to the original incident. Take the 
very first image or word that comes flying past the screen of your mind.

Now be with that experience. Feel as much of the trauma as you can. Now 
you're an adult, rather than a young child so it should be easier. Except that 
you may fear feeling those emotions again. But persevere.

Feel, experience, observe until the charge on the incident has left. You've now 
gone once through your vasana, without projecting it onto others. You may 
need to go through it again, maybe several times.

Taking this tack causes the vasana to loosen its grip. Projecting it onto others 
energizes it with negative energy and it remains with us.

Our vasanas are the major obstacle to our enlightenment. The number of 
vasanas and their overall intensity does go down with processing. But we 
have to do the work.

Another approach is, when a vasana goes off - that is, when a sleeping 
volcano erupts -  invoke the Universal Law of Elimination and Sanat Kumara 
to take the vasana away. That too will work.

There are numerous other ways of processing vasanas. Most of psychology 
and spirituality is about completing them and being free from them.

For what? To what end?

Footnotes
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(1) “How to Handle Unwanted Feelings: The Upset Clearing Process,” 
December 29, 2018, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2018/12/29/how-to-
handle-unwanted-feelings-the-upset-clearing-process-2/
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It Begins with Ascension  

 

For what?

Well, that takes us into the Plan for this age.

This age is called, by Hindus, the Sat Yuga, Age of Truth, or Golden Age; by 
westerners, the Age of Aquarius and the New Age.

It begins with Ascension to a higher dimension. And we as lightworkers are 
here to help with that Ascension and with building the new world that we'll 
live in now and, with changes, will live in then.

Building that new world also raises the vibration and thus assists with the 
Ascension. By redressing imbalances in society through our humanitarian 
work after the Reval, we maximize the number of people who can and will 
ascend. And we also raise the vibration and thus bring all of us closer to the 
threshold of Ascension.

What is Ascension? Ascension is a stage of enlightenment. Hindus call that 
stage Sahaja Nirvikalpa Samadhi. It's a full and permanent heart opening.
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It lies beyond the seven-chakra system of the Third and Fourth Dimensions.  
Actually let me ask the Mother to discuss it:

Steve Beckow: I’m trying to understand what level of enlightenment 
Ascension corresponds to. And I think it’s beyond the normal 
seventh-chakra enlightenment. I think it is what is called — and I’ll 
make this clear to readers — sahaja samadhi. Am I correct?

Divine Mother: Yes, it is beyond what you think of with your seven 
chakras. … We have emerged from the Third-Dimensional realm, 
which is that reference point for the chakra system, into the new. So 
yes, you are correct, in this question and in this statement. (1)

I lived off and on for an extended period in 2015 in the Fifth to Seventh 
Dimensions, according to Archangel Michael.  I lived first in a higher form of 
love and later in bliss. I can tell you that life in the higher dimensions 
surpasses anything we can imagine.

The Buddha said that living in the region of the deathless (that is, the Fifth 
Dimension or higher) would be better than living a hundred years outside it.

"Though one should live a hundred years,  
Not seeing the Region of the Deathless,  
Better were it for one to live a single day,  
The Region of the Deathless seeing." (2)

Plotinus agrees:

"It were well to cast kingdoms aside and the domination of the entire 
earth and sky if, by this spurning, one might attain this vision. (3)

In the higher spaces, we rest in complete satisfaction. No worries or anxieties 
can approach us.

Sounds great! Why don't we go for it?

Before we ascend, we'll have a temporary heart opening when our kundalini 
reaches the fourth chakra.
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That event will see our worries and concerns be swept away in an inner 
tsunami of love, which will leave us in an Ocean of Love. But only for a 
time!

Any experience short of Sahaja or Ascension is not lasting.  But even a 
temporary heart opening is a foretaste of Ascension.

(Continued tomorrow.)

Footnotes

(1) "The Divine Mother: Come to Me as I Come to You – Part 1/2," Oct. 17, 
2012, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2012/10/17/the-divine-mother-come-to-
me-as-i-come-to-you-part-12/.

(2) The Buddha in Edwin A. Burtt, ed., The Teachings of the Compassionate 
Buddha. New York and Toronto: New American Library, 1955, 46.

(3) Plotinus in Elmer O'Brien, ed., The Essential Plotinus. Representative 
Treatises from the Enneads. Toronto: New American Library, 1964, 41.
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The Whole Universe is Watching 

Many of us will dive right in and ascend early. I believe that these people will 
model Ascension and be like a lamp to a moth, attracting it to the light.

Some of us have agreed to be at the very back of the train, the last ones to 
scramble aboard.

While everyone's circumstances are probably unique, most people will need 
Ascension to be a gradual process.

If it were not, the physical body might not be able to withstand the energetic 
shock of finding itself in a higher dimension.

Some will agree to serve and hence not want to get too far ahead of the 
group. The Divine Mother has told me that I'm in that category. If I had had 
the full experience of Self-Realization when I saw the Self in the heart:
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"You would have departed the life that you have designed - yes, with 
us, for yourself, for the service you are providing - you would have 
departed and simply said, 'I do not need to do this. I will just simply sit 
in the bliss of love and good luck, everybody!'” (1)

Which is absolutely true.

And the life we have designed for me "is to keep you in sync with your 
readers." (2) So an agreement to serve could have, as one stipulation, delayed 
enlightenment. But we will all ascend eventually, regardless.

As well as being gradual and then sudden, our Ascension is also mass and 
physical.  In the past Ascension has been an individual affair. This is the first 
time in the universe, if I'm correct, where a whole planet - or all those on it 
who choose to go and have enough light to survive in a higher dimension - is 
ascending.

We are the experimental subjects the whole universe is watching.

Moreover, in the past, to ascend, an aspirant had to shed the body. Jesus 
ascended after he died. The Buddha went from dimension to dimension after 
his mahasamadhi. But both had to shed the body first.

Uniquely this generation will ascend en masse and in this present form, 
reconstituted as a light body.

That's the overall Plan for this age.

While we're being gradually elevated by the blessed energies hitting the 
planet, what are we to do?

Footnotes

(1) The Divine Mother in a personal reading with Steve Beckow through 
Linda Dillon, Oct. 26, 2018.

(2) Loc. cit.
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Enter the Reval  

The ways in which lightworkers contribute are endless. Here I'd like to 
discuss just one way - humanitarian philanthropy, delivered to us by such 
means as the Prosperity Packages and the Reval.

The Prosperity Packages are financial packages arranged by St. Germaine's 
World Trust, which I'll discuss in a moment, that are meant to be used for 
humanitarian philanthropy.

The Reval is part of a Global Currency Reset whose opportunity has been 
made known to lightworkers. By purchasing currency known to be subject to 
re-evaluation, lightworkers accrue wealth which is a second way to finance 
humanitarian philanthropy.

Humanitarian philanthropy means acts of charity, income redistribution, 
financial rebalancing, freedom from corruption, recovery, and rebirth 
designed to prepare Earth's population for Ascension, provided it doesn't 
come sooner than our humanitarian efforts.

Funding activities that eliminate hunger, poverty, homelessness, disease, 
discrimination, and persecution are examples of humanitarian philanthropy.

Lightworkers are being tasked with using financial resources to reverse the 
decline of humanity and set it back on a sure footing, headed in a useful and 
productive direction.
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Most of us have led spiritual lives and, for one reason or another, are not used 
to managing large sums of money. We'll have our work cut out for ourselves.

Our aim is to build a world that works for everyone. 

C'mon, Steve. The world can't be made to work for everyone.

Yes, it can. I told you that higher-dimensional society was beyond your 
imagining.  Well, in higher-dimensional society, such is the love and bliss 
they feel that no one would think of harming anyone else. Their only thought 
is having your world work for you.  In such a setting the world works for 
everyone.

All we're doing is building such a society now. We may fall short. But we're 
headed in the right direction.

In creation, it's advised to take actions consistent with our intentions. Those 
actions become the channel through which the Divine can send the energy 
that will make our efforts successful. In building such a society now, we 
create for ourselves a channel through which the Divine can bring about the 
desired result.

Seen from this vantage point, our actions stand a greater chance of creating 
the result we desire - in this case, a world that works for everyone.

We'll know when we reach it. Everyone will be deeply in love and bliss.
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A Single Reval or Waves of Abundance? - Part 1/2 

Did you think we'd just have the Reval and that'd be the end of it? 

No, apparently the Reval is just the start. 

However we think of abundance, there's more to it than just the Reval. 

Let's start with the Archangel Michael's revelation that there’ll be more than 
one wave of abundance over time. 

"That is why we have also said (this is an aside), there will be several 
waves of abundance. So we give you the allowance and we see how 
you do." (1) 

Some allowance. 

Now let's add another component that just got expanded: Michael has said 
there'll be more than one prosperity package over time: 

Steve: Will [my prosperity package] be delivered by FedEx or will it to 
show up as increased digits on my bank account? 

Archangel Michael: It will be both, actually. 

Steve: How is that possible? 

AAM: Because it is more than one payment. (2) 
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So there are two indications that there’s more to the Reval than meets the eye. 

I remember when Linda observed gold being brought from other places in the 
universe to the Neptune and then being flown down to Earth, perhaps two 
years ago.  

I asked him to go over the various sources with me. 

Archangel Michael: It will come from a variety of sources. 

Steve: A variety of sources. 

AAM: There is a great deal of wealth, not only upon your planet but 
off planet. (3) 

Off-planet wealth? My appetite was definitely whetted. I asked him again to 
go over these sources with me. 

Steve:  I want to have more understanding of where the inflow of 
money is coming from. Some of its coming from the Chinese elders. 
That’s correct, right? 

Archangel Michael: Yes. 

Steve: … And some from the prosperity packages? 

AAM: Yes. 

Steve: ... Some from sequestered illuminati money? 

AAM: Yes. ... 

Steve: … From historical assets [historical bonds]? 

AAM: Yes. 

Steve: … Off-planet gold? 

AAM: Yes.  (4) 

Not only off-planet gold, but I later discover that there'll be galactic funds for 
humans who participate jointly with them on projects: 
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"If in your spiritual maturity, you go forth, and we believe you will 
(we strongly believe you will), [in the belief] that this unfoldment is 
underway and that you are demonstrating, not simply a primitive 
attitude or a tribal attitude but more of a global, universal attitude, 
then you are ready to not only meet with your star family but 
participate with them, their technology, their gifts, in community, to 
go forth in the next phase in the building of Nova Earth."  (5) 

On another occasion, in a reading with Kathleen, he gave more details. 

"The Galactics have no shortage of money and so there will be some 
very massive projects and the funds will be made available but they 
will really ask for human leadership in order to be not be seen as 
trying in any way to assume control." (6) 

Keep in mind that I won't be the only person serving in this role. Back when 
we called a pipeline a "funder," he said: 

Archangel Michael: Will you receive your funding.  The answer is 
yes.  Are you the only funder?  No. (7) 

On another occasion he acknowledged that there would be other pipelines: 

Archangel Michael: The provisions will come from a variety of 
sources and, yes, we will use you and some [other] human beings to 
help deliver [it] but that doesn’t mean it does not come from the 
Company of Heaven and the Mother herself. It does. 

Yes, she uses vehicles and that is the way it is set up. That is part of the 
plan, for people to learn how to be generous without condition. (8) 

All of us serving in this capacity or another after the Reval will be learning 
"how to be generous without condition."  

I asked him about the relationship among these programs and he confirmed 
their connection: 

AAM: Understand, they are all united so, when we speak of the 
Revaluation, we are speaking of a continuum of which this aspect of 
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Reval is one. So it is not one or the other. It is tied into the 
restructuring of systems. ... 

We are talking about the restructuring of humanity. Because, as you are 
doing that reprogramming, deprogramming, reboot, it is not about this 
or that system or structure. ... 

Now, does that mean those systems that are rather, shall we say, 
tyrannical and unethical will simply suddenly become loving and kind, 
considerate? No, first it is the restructuring of humanity. (9) 

The restructuring of humanity. We'll be not only a human race, but a humane 
race. 

I hope this demonstrates that there’s an entire panoply of abundance 
programs primed to begin after the Reval releases the dam. 

There'll be wave after wave in the ocean of abundance and river after river 
emptying into it. We are limited only by how large we can dream and how far 
we can emerge. 

Footnotes 

(1) Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Steve Beckow through 
Linda Dillon, March 10, 2017.  Hereafter AAM. 

(2) AAM, Sept. 2, 2016. 

(3) AAM, Oct. 2, 2013. 

(4) AAM, March 28, 2018. 

(5) AAM, March 10, 2017. 

(6) Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Kathleen Mary Willis 
through Linda Dillon, Nov. 13, 2011. 

(7) AAM, Aug. 13, 2013. 

(8) AAM, Oct. 2, 2013. 

(9) AAM, March 13, 2015. 
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A Single Reval or Waves of Abundance? - Part 2/2 

Will this inflow come in small, manageable amounts? Decidedly not. Michael 
on another occasion called the flows “enormous, enormous sums of 
money.” (1)

St. Germaine had this to say of the copious flow of abundance:

“Once the flow begins, the world does not stop. Do you think the 
Mother creates and then stops? No. Well, neither do we.

“It is the universal source or ATM. It does not run out. And you have 
need to reset your thinking, which means resetting your heart to 
receive and give, and receive and give, because it is the constant 
motion, with the explosion and implosion of creation in between. 
That is where you are going.” (2)

Is this copious flow going to be channeled through an essentially-small 
outlet? No, it isn’t, as Michael indicates:

Steve: Do you want me to be a little garden hose with this flow of 
water coming out the front or do you want me to be an irrigation 
wheel line spraying water over a vast field?

Archangel Michael: The irrigation [line] (3)

What he said to me of my operation surely applies to others doing similar 
work:
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Archangel Michael: This is you becoming the steward of an 
organization and of an undertaking of massive, massive global 
impact/import. (4)

I’ve been working for weeks now on getting a sense of or feeling into the 
scale of what’s about to happen as a result of this assignment and I keep 
finding myself getting bigger and emerging more.

I dream bigger and set my sights ever more broadly – from one UBI 
(universal basic income) for Canada to UBIs for as many countries as 
possible; from UBIs to UMC (universal medicare); from UMC to universal 
accessibility (free tuition); from universal accessibility to debt retirement.

I keep leapfrogging in my imagination, impatient to begin. And Michael 
reassures me:

Archangel Michael: You will have ample money, dear heart. That is 
not an issue.

Steve: Even for universal basic incomes for a few countries?

AAM: Yes. (5)

Steve: Okay, so I’ll go ahead and try to create as many universal 
basic incomes as I can.

AAM: Yes, until such time as they are not needed.

Steve: If I’m going to be a pipeline, I should have the means to do 
this. Is that correct?

AAM: That is correct. (6)

The same applies to universal medicare systems and universal accessibility. 
Or debt retirement.

Steve: Do you have any other specific mission that you want me to 
take on in the area of wealth management and gifting that I haven‘t 
named so far?
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AAM: It is simply that people are to be set free, so that they can 
anchor. (7)

I’m all for that. The way Archangel Michael described the Mother’s Plan is:

“Her original plan and that did mean, and does mean, and will mean 
the fairness, the equality of a world where people experience love, 
where they experience a freedom from struggle, from what you think 
of as the basic requirements of physical human existence.” (8)

Let go of need, want, poverty, lack and open to ease and abundance, on our 
way to full Ascension.

The scope of the planned abundance programs takes my breath away. We 
aren’t, by a long shot, just looking at a one-off Reval, but at a variety of 
programs and packages happening at different times, designed to relieve 
people of debt, afford them a living, and allow them an experience of 
sufficiency and capability that they might never have known before.

This will allow them the time and comfort with which to relax into the rising 
energies, culminating in full Ascension. (9)

Footnotes

(1) Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Steve Beckow through 
Linda Dillon, July 1, 2016. Hereafter AAM.

(2) St. Germaine: Fly Through That Portal, My Beloved Friends,” channeled 
by Linda Dillon, May 29, 2014, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2014/06/01/st-
germaine-fly-through-that-portal-my-beloved-friends/.

(3) Loc. cit.

(4) AAM, Feb. 17, 2017.

(5) AAM, Feb. 20, 2018.

(6) AAM, Dec. 5, 2018.

(7) AAM, Aug. 27, 2013.
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(8) AAM, July 13, 2018.

(9) Ascension is a full and permanent heart opening, known to Hindus as 
Sahaja Nirvikalpa Samadhi. It happens a short while after we enter the Fifth 
Dimension.

On the astral planes of the afterlife, the Fifth Dimension is known as the 
Mental Plane.  Ascension is known as the “Second Death.” It does not happen 
as soon as a being arrives on the Mental Plane, but after a short while. See 
“The Mental Plane – The First Heaven” at http://goldengaiadb.com/
index.php?title=The_Mental_Plane_%E2%80%93_The_First_Heaven on the 
Mental Plane in general and “The Second Death” at http://goldengaiadb.com/
index.php?title=The_Second_Death on Ascension in the Mental Plane.
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Introducing Our Star Family 

 

Billy Meier is visited by Semjase the Pleiadian  

I'm willing to be that there will be many events and occurrences between now 
and our Ascension. However, none short of Ascension itself will probably 
compare with the arrival of our star family.

That will be a time of huge celebration, especially by those who've 
maintained their knowledge that our galactic family exists through decades of 
ridicule and suppression. We'll probably swell with pride when the first star 
brother or sister gets off a spaceship.

The arrival of our star family means the end of the line for those who haven't 
had humanity's best interests at heart.

A supersonic jet fighter is a party favor to their spaceships. Tanks, nuclear 
weapons, lasers, TR3-B spacecraft - there's no force anywhere on Earth that 
could prove successful against them. Compared to them terrestrial society is 
primitive.

It's almost as if, when our star visitors arrive, we can say, "OK, now the work 
can begin." At that point, if not earlier, we won't have to watch our backs. At 
that point the truth will be known and a cascade of new technologies will be 
released.
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They not only have been visiting this planet for eons, but first populated it.

Sheldan Nidle's Galactic Federation sources tell us:

"You are the magnificent prodigy of star colonists that long ago came 
here to help maintain and sustain these lovely water worlds. Much 
happened over the intervening years." (1)

SaLuSa of Sirius

SaLuSa of Sirius elaborates:

"You do not exist by some freak of nature, and are not the result of 
natural selection, but purposefully and lovingly created to exist in your 
environment. You are a special species of Humans that have taken over 
from Cro-Magnon Man, and have been genetically engineered to allow 
for a speeding up in your evolution." (2)
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They've watched over us, preserving our free-will right to determine our 
planet's direction and future while preventing the planet's destruction from 
such threats as depleted-uranium radiation, nuclear holocaust, manmade 
pandemics, etc.

The galactics we'll meet will be human in appearance, (3) although not all 
galactics are, as any Trekkie can guess.  But all life forms have the same soul 
or Self.

Being higher-dimensional, they do not age, get sick, eat much, or sleep 
much.  Nothing can be hidden from them as they have the ability to know our 
thoughts.

They serve the one God as we do, follow the Divine Mother's Plan and 
archangelic advice, and serve Gaia as well.

They don't use force unless necessary and then only as much as is needed to 
defuse or neutralize a harmful situation.  They work with the universal laws.

They're represented by confederations like the Galactic Federation of Light 
and the Unified Forces of the Outer Galaxies.

At the present moment, they have let go of their efforts to convince Earth 
governments to disclose their presence and are working with unofficial 
delegations of terrestrials to make their presence known. (4)  We anticipate 
that these efforts will be revealed this year.

I don't think we could have freed ourselves from cabal control or saved the 
planet from nuclear destruction without their help.

Footnotes

(1) "Spiritual Hierarchy and the Galactic Federation via Sheldan Nidle," April 
28, 2015, at https://www.paoweb.com/sn042815.htm.

All research for this paper has been taken from "The Spiritual Hierarchy and 
the Galactic Federation" at http://goldengaiadb.com/index.php?
title=The_Spiritual_Hierarchy_and_the_Galactic_Federation and "History of 
the Earth" at http://goldengaiadb.com/index.php?title=History_of_the_Earth
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(2) SaLuSa, Aug. 25, 2010, at http://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/
First_Contact/Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm.

(3) See "The Prevalence of the Adam/Eve Kadmon or Human Form" at http://
goldengaiadb.com/index.php?
title=The_Spiritual_Hierarchy_and_the_Galactic_Federation#The_Prevalenc
e_of_the_Adam.2FEve_Kadmon_or_Human_Form

(4) See “Enter the Delegations – Part 1/3,” May 4, 2019, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2019/05/04/enter-the-delegations-part-1-3/; “Enter the 
Delegations – Part 2/3,” May 5, 2019, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/
2019/05/05/enter-the-delegations-part-2-3/; and  
“Enter the Delegations – Part 3/3,” May 6, 2019, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2019/05/06/enter-the-delegations-part-3-3/.
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All This Awaits Us 

And what will life be like after Ascension?

Contrary to popular conception, Ascension is not synonymous with entry into 
the Fifth Dimension. It actually happens a little while after.

It's marked by the accomplishment of Sahaja Samadhi, a full and permanent 
heart opening, beyond the Third-Dimensional seven-chakra system. (1)

Sahaja brings with it the experience of transforming love and bliss, which 
revolutionizes life for us.  I'm not sure if everything that follows springs from 
the experience of this state of consciousness, but this state colors and uplifts 
everything about our lives.

Nothing negative can approach us in that state. No crime will exist. No 
conflict or war could find a foothold.

Such things as worry, anxiety, lack and loss will become distant memories. 
There'll be no need for sleep. Work as drudgery will be gone. No pollution 
will exist.

Our personalities may remain broadly the same. Free will will continue to 
apply.

Death will be vanquished. The Buddha's references to the wheel of life and 
death is a reference to the Third Dimension. In the Fifth, we step off that 
wheel.
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Diseases and parasites will go. Health will be perfect and a change of body 
will only come about because we will it.

We'll acquire new psychic and spiritual abilities, such as the ability to 
communicate telepathically, to create by thought alone, and to time travel.

Business will change dramatically, being no longer driven by a selfish desire 
for profit. New technologies, like replicators and med beds, will be available 
in the transitional period prior to full Ascension.

A range of transportation technologies will become available, from 
spaceships to thought projection. New forms of governance, drawing on the 
conciliar model, will arise while borders will become a thing of the past.

The Cities of Light will be revealed. Gaia will in all ways be restored and 
we'll rejoin galactic society.

Ascension to the Fifth is only one step on the new voyage of discovery we'll 
then be launched on. And the discovery will not simply be of new lands, but 
of new dimensions, up to and including the Twelfth.

I don't think we can imagine what life will feel like in this new internal and 
external  environment. I know if I had tried to imagine it before getting a 
preview in 2015, (2) I'd never have known where to look, what to look for, or 
how such a revolution in my being might be possible.

All this is what awaits us after we conclude our gradual climb up the ladder 
of consciousness to the first of the higher dimensions.

Footnotes

(1) "The Divine Mother: Come to Me as I Come to You – Part 1/2," Oct. 17, 
2012, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2012/10/17/the-divine-mother-come-to-
me-as-i-come-to-you-part-12/.

“[The] Heart is the seat of Jnanam [wisdom] as well as of the granthi (knot of 
ignorance). It is represented in the physical body by a hole smaller than the 
smallest pin-point [the hridayam], which is always shut.
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"When the mind drops down in Kevalya Nirvikalpa [samadhi], it opens but 
shuts again after it. When sahaja [nirvikalpa samadhi] is attained it opens for 
good.” (Ramana Maharshi in Cohen, S.S., Guru Ramana. Memories and 
Notes. 6th edition. Tiruvannamalai: Sri Ramanasramam, 1993, 96.)

(2) On that experience, see  “Submerged in Love,” March 14, 2015, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2015/03/14/submerged-in-love/, “Activating the 
Wellspring – Part 1/2,” March 14, 2015, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/
2015/03/14/activating-wellspring/, and “Activating the Wellspring – Part 
2/2,” March 15, 2015, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2015/03/15/activating-
the-wellspring-part-22/
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